Vermont Farms Need Your Support

Floodwaters are extremely damaging to farms, and dozens of Vermont farms have experienced devastating impacts from the recent flood, in some cases ending their farming season altogether. Flooded fields can render crops and animal feed unsafe for consumption, expensive infrastructure is vulnerable to damage, and impassable roadways and closed businesses limit access for farmers to get their products to market and force the cancellation of sales.

Help farms in need by donating to:

The NOFA-VT Farmer Emergency Fund, offering grants to farmers to cover repair and immediate needs after having been adversely affected by a natural or unnatural disaster.

The Vermont Farm Fund, a loan program from the Center for an Agricultural Economy providing no-hassle, friendly-term loans to farmers and food producers.

The Intervale Farms Recovery Fund, an emergency fund established to specifically support the seven farms at the Intervale Center in Burlington who are experiencing total devastation as a result of the flood.

Thank you for standing in community with farmers!